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Hello Readers! 

 

Welcome to the v, 2016 edition of our Newsletter. 

This month, we focus on Smart Meters. 

Thank you and enjoy! 

 

 

 

Recent attention in the EMF community has been focused on wireless-emitting Smart 

Meters, also known as Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). Smart meters are 

advanced utility meters, which typically use wireless radiation to transmit data on 

electricity, gas, or water usage back to the utility. Electricity smart meters can be 

distinguished from analog meters by the display, which uses digits instead of 
dials.Opposition aross the United States, as well as worldwide, has been growing. 

Contrary to what is commonly claimed, many smart meters transmit wireless radiation 

continually and at high levels reported to exceed typical home wireless appliances. In 

some locations, the transmissions may be more than once per second, at levels said to 

be as much as 10 to 100 times that of a cell phone. One report from PG&E found 

approximately 10,000 signals a day on average and a peak power of 2.5 Watts. This 

power level exceeds the radiation of most home wireless devices, as you can see from 

the Distance page. It also exceeds recommended safety standards such as that of 

the Bioinitiative Working Group and the Seletun Scientific Statement. Much of these 

signals are said to be for the maintainance of the wireless mesh system itself, as 

opposed to the actual transmission of utility usage data. 

While utilities no longer have to send meter readers to check readings on analog 

meters, this benefit comes at the price of continual wireless radiation. On top of the 

smart meters, appliances would also be outfitted with transmitting antennae, as part of 
the smart grid plan. 

Health Effects of Smart Meters 

Many people who live in areas with smart meter rollouts have become seriously ill as a result 

of their exposure. Symptoms may include "headache, sleep disruption, restlessness, 

tremors, cognitive impairment, and tinnitus, as well as increased cancer risk and heart 
problems such as arrythmias, altered heart rhythms, and palpitations." See a list of 

common health symptoms associated with smart meters. For some buildings, a large 
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http://www.centerforsaferwireless.org/documents/smartmeteroppositionacrossUSasof5.29.12.pdf
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/?p=6030
http://www.emfwise.com/distance.php
http://www.emfwise.com/emf-safety-standards.php
http://smartmeterhelp.com/HealthSymptoms.cfm
http://smartmeterhelp.com/HealthSymptoms.cfm
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number of smart meters may be concentrated in one location, and may result in greater 

exposure to residents living near this location. Some individuals are especially unfortunate to 

receive a higher exposure if they live near a relay meter or if they have a smart meter on 

the opposite side of the wall from their bedroom. However, even those with smart meter 
radiation from neighboring homes have reported health effects. 

Other Talking Points on Smart Meters 

Besides posing a health risk, smart meters also pose concerns for privacy, security, fire, and 

increased billing rates. The following are some problems with smart meters that have been 
raised: 

 Lack of environmental impact study: No environmental impact study was conducted, 

but plants, bees, and humans all seem to be negatively affected. 

 Lack of UL certification: The smart meters are not UL certified as required by state 

electrical code. 

 Security risk: They pose a risk to security since they can be hacked. Watch a video 

about the security threat. Apparently, it may take only 2 days to hack a smart 
meter, and water utility hacking may have already occurred. 

 Privacy risk: They may be used for data mining or surveillance. For example, it is 

possible to tell from the electrical usage signature what type of appliance is being used, 

and therefore provide indicators as to when a person is at home or not, and how many 

people are in the home. People have been arrested based on information obtained from 
smart meters. 

 Fire risk: They may be installed by improperly trained personnel, resulting in fire 

hazards when improperly installed. It was reported that a smart meter was related to the 

San Bruno explosion. In some cases, gas leakages were even discovered for smart 
meters. 

 Rate Hikes: Electricity bills have reportedly increased significantly, rather than 

decreasing. Accuracy may also be affected by the temperature. 

 Health risk: They pose a risk as a Class 2B carcinogen and many are experiencing 

health effects attributed to smart meters such as headaches, heart palpitations, tinnitus, 

and sleeping disorders. The American Academy of Environmental Medicine, Santa 

Cruz Public Health Department, and Austrian Medical Association, have warned about 
the public health dangers of smart meters. 

 Interference: They may interfere with pacemakers as well as other wireless devices in 
the home. Appliance damage has also been reported. 

 Lack of energy savings: Some claim they do not actually result in energy savings, but 

may actually consume more power. Real energy savings requires changes in human 
behavior. 

 Lifespan: The reported lifespan of the smart meter is 12-15 years, much lower than 

the 50 year lifespan of an analog meter. Throwing away good analog meters violates 
environmental principle of "reuse". 

 Cost: The smart meter also costs more than the analog meter, which can be purchased 

for approximately $50. The cost of the smart grid ultimately comes from the taxpayer 
and ratepayer. 

 Compatibility issues with alternative energy: Smart meters have been reported to 
be incompatible with solar systems. 

For more talking points, see Orlean Koehle's 30 Talking Points Against Smart Meters. 

http://www.stopocsmartmeters.com/home/former-cia-director-james-woolsey-calls-smart-grid-really-really-stupid/
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2012/01/04/drip-drip-drip-water-meters-leak-rf-cheat-customers/
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2012/01/04/drip-drip-drip-water-meters-leak-rf-cheat-customers/
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/?p=6985
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Santa-Cruz-Public-Health-Official-Smart-Meter-report.pdf
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Santa-Cruz-Public-Health-Official-Smart-Meter-report.pdf
http://thepowerfilm.org/documents/smart-meters-Why-Opt-Out.pdf
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Variations in Exposure Levels 

Keep in mind that one's exposure level and duration of exposure may vary depending upon 
many factors including the following: 

 Relay meters: Whether one is at a relay location, which relays data from other meters 

and not just one's own. 

 Colocated meters: How many meters are colocated together. 

 Distance from the meters, which may be a problem for small houses or nearby 

neighbors, and bedrooms on the other side of the wall that has the smart meters. 

 Building construction: Concrete and brick may offer some protection as compared to 

little if any protection from wood and drywall. 

 Activation of the smart meter: The wireless transmissions may not be activated 

immediately upon installation. However, some people may still react to the dirty 

electricity generated by the smart meter prior to this activation. (Note: Due to wide 

variances in the deployed technology, it is possible that some but not all smart meters 

models have significant amounts of dirty electricity.) 

 Where one is situated in the Home Area Network (HAN), Neighborhood Area Network 

(NAN), or Wide Area Network (WAN). Some places could potentially involve significant 

exposures to the wireless communications for all three. See Three Antennas Inside a 
Smart Meter for more information. 

 One's Electricity Provider and Device Vendor: It has been noted that smart meters 

used by different utilities may have different power densities and levels of dirty 

electricity. For example, one analysis found that southern California smart meters had 

lower power densities and little dirty electricity in general, in comparison to Northern 
California smart meters. See smart meter analysis. 

 Whether the smart meter uses wireless radiation or broadband over power lines. It is said 
that Italy has employed wired smart meters. 

Depending on one's personal situation, the pulse might vary from once every 5 minutes to 
once every second or more. 

Local Government Response 

56 California cities and counties, 15 Michigan cities, and 53 British Columbia 

cities have moratoriums or resolutions against the smart meters due to public concerns 

which include health, fire safety, security, privacy, and increased costs to customers. Other 

protests are also occurring in Maine, Illinois, Vermont, Maryland, Michigan, Canada, and 

Australia, to name just a few places. Smart meters are being deployed rapidly and stealthily 

around the world. Orlean Koehle explains that the smart grid is part of the United Nations 
Agenda 21 and likens the smart grid to an old plan for technocracy. 

 The opt-out option has been considered, but this does not protect someone from 

powerful smart meter transmitters on neighboring homes. 

 Having smart meters with radio off has also been proposed, but experts warn that the 

switching mode power supply of smart meters still presents a health risk, and that analog 

meters are safer. Some people may be affected by the voltage spikes smart meters 
generate on the electric wiring even prior to RF activation. 

http://www.emfwise.com/distance.php#smartmeter
http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.ca/html/?page_id=338
http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.ca/html/?page_id=338
http://www.createhealthyhomes.com/smart_meters.php
http://stopsmartmeters.org/how-you-can-stop-smart-meters/sample-letter-to-local-government/ca-local-governments-on-board/
http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.ca/html/?page_id=117
http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.ca/html/?page_id=117
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2011/03/25/pges-opt-out-plan-a-trojan-horse-the-smart-meter-is-the-problem/
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2011/03/25/pges-opt-out-plan-a-trojan-horse-the-smart-meter-is-the-problem/
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Smart meters have been installed in many places, against homeowners' wishes, and those 

who refuse them have had to lock their meters to prevent stealth installations. More can be 
read from the links below. 

Safety Measures Taken for Smart Meters 

The following are some measures that people have suggested out of concern for the various 

risks of smart meters: 

 Delay List: Some people have called the delay list to postpone the installation of the 

smart meter, or put up signs or legal notices refusing smart meters, although stealth 
installers have sometimes ignored this. 

 Analog Meter Locks: Other people have put up fences and locks on their analog 
meters. See also Smart Lock. However, some locks have still been broken through. 

 Letter to Utility: The Center for Safer Wireless provides a letter that can be used to 

notify the utilities that you do not want a smart meter: Letter to utility. According to 

the Center for Safer Wireless, the US Energy Policy Act of 2005 indicates that utilities 

should ask customer's permission before smart meter installation, and no federal law 
mandates smart meters. 

 Neighborhood Representative: Some people have found smart meters installed when 

they were away from house. It has been suggested to find a retired person in your 
community to represent your street/neighborhood with a signed affidavit. 

 Replacement of Smart Meters to Analog Meters: Others who received smart meters, 

have had an electrician replace it back to an analog meter, e.g. see the Safe Electric 

Meter Replacement Kit. Stop Smart Meters! claims that the utility does not have the 

right to turn it off if you are a paying customer. However, as of December 2011, it 

appears that the utility has resorted to disconnecting the power. Under pressure, they 
restored some of these homes' power, but not everyone's. 

 Alternative Energy: Some people may use alternative energy such as solar energy to 

prevent reliance upon the utility-- however, this should be done with care to minimize 

dirty electricity, e.g., from the inverter. This only covers electricity, however, and not 
wireless water or gas meters. 

It is important to understand one's legal rights. What the utility policy mandates or says is 
law, may not be what the government really requires. 

Further Resources 

 Stop Smart Meters! 

 EMF Safety Network 

 Smart Meter Help: Joint site by Stop Smart Meters! and EMF Safety Network for smart 
meter complaint submissions 

 Sage Associates, Assessment of Radiofrequency Microwave Radiation Emissions 
from Smart Meters, Jan 1, 2011 

 Smart Meter Film 

 Just Say No to Big Brother Smart Meters by Orlean Koehle 

 Smart Meters, Smarter Practices, part 2 

 San Francisco Commonwealth Club - Nov 18, 2010: Discussed risks of smart meters 

http://stopsmartmeters.org/2011/10/05/defend-your-analog-meter-part-v/
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2011/10/05/defend-your-analog-meter-part-v/
http://www.smartmeterlock.com/
http://centerforsaferwireless.org/documents/CFSWsmartmeterFinalletter.pdf
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2011/10/09/buy-your-analog-meter-here/
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/?p=6562
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/?p=6562
http://www.stopsmartmeters.org/how-you-can-stop-smart-meters/
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/?page_id=649
http://www.smartmeterhelp.com/
http://sagereports.com/smart-meter-rf/
http://sagereports.com/smart-meter-rf/
http://smartmeterfilm.com/
http://refusesmartmeter.com/smart%20meter%20aug%2026.pdf
http://www.electromagneticman.co.uk/images/stories/downloads/051211_SM_Brussels_pt_1_v3.pdf
http://www.electromagneticman.co.uk/images/stories/downloads/051211_SM_Brussels_pt_2_v4.pdf
http://electromagnetichealth.org/electromagnetic-health-blog/cc-video/
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 New Electricity Meters Stir Fears - New York Times, Jan 31, 2010 

 PG&E to Ignore Marin County Moratorium on SmartMeters - KTVU, Jan 5, 2011 

 Smart Meter Critics Say Devices Are Not Smart Or Safe - NBC Los Angeles, Nov. 
11, 2011 

 Are SmartMeters Dangerous, Too? - East Bay Express 

 Interview on Katherine Albrecht show 

 Not in Our Homes and Backyards (Presentation by EON) 

 

 

We hope you enjoyed reading this Newsletter as much as we enjoyed producing it. 

All comments and suggestions welcome, simply email sales@2ground.com. 

 

We’ll pick an interesting, relevant topic each month. Comments and feedback always 

welcome!  

We understand that some people are not fond of getting many emails so we will keep it to 

once a month and you always have the option to be removed from the mailing list.  

If you want to be removed from the mail list, simply contact sales@2ground.com with the 

Subject “Unsubscribe”.  

Also, these Updates and Newsletters will be reflected on our Wordpress, Facebook and 

Twitter accounts. 

 
Smart meter shielding kits available now! 

We have Smart Meter shielding kits in stock: 
Click Here 

 

Many other new products available now! 

These products will be available shortly or have just arrived... 
Click Here 

 
On the web: 
 

“Earthing” - the complete Book 

Click here to view/download the complete "Earthing" book 
 

 “Grounded”, the full video, link below. 

Click or copy/paste into your favorite browser: 

Click here or copy/paste the link to see the full movie "Grounded" 

 

Connect with us on Social Media… 
Store: www.2ground.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/2groundyourself/ 
Wordpress Blog: https://2ground.wordpress.com/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/2grounddotcom 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZCA0DhzPM3cA2kqgM3Ps1g 

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/2ground/ 
Discussion Forum: http://2ground.prophpbb.com/ 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/31/science/earth/31meters.html
http://www.ktvu.com/news/26379220/detail.html
http://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Smart-Meter-Critics-Say-Devices-Are-Not-Smart-Or-Safe-133669863.html
http://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Smart-Meter-Critics-Say-Devices-Are-Not-Smart-Or-Safe-133669863.html
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/gyrobase/are-smartmeters-dangerous-too/Content?oid=1939740&storyPage=1
http://direct.media.katherinealbrecht.com/archives/1012/20101206_Mon_Albrecht2.mp3
http://eon3emfblog.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/NotInOURBackyards3.5.pdf
mailto:sales@2ground.com
mailto:sales@2ground.com
https://2ground.com/collections/shielding-kits-1
https://2ground.com/collections/coming-soon-new-arrivals
https://2ground.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/earthing-full-book.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3362&v=Llazjpj0qM8
http://www.2ground.com/
https://www.facebook.com/2groundyourself/
https://2ground.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/2grounddotcom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZCA0DhzPM3cA2kqgM3Ps1g
https://www.pinterest.com/2ground/
http://2ground.prophpbb.com/
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Thank you and see you next month! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

2Ground 

P.0. Box 22006 

11500 Tecumseh Rd. E. 

Windsor, ON 

N8N 5G6 

CANADA 

519-300-1554 

www.2ground.com 

 


